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The most common ways:
! Latex
"
"

Various free Latex packages are available (Scientific Workplace, TeXstudio, MiKTeX, etc.).
Overleaf is a free online version of Latex, good for sharing.

! Word
"
"

Equation Editor is built in to Word (use “Insert” then “Equation”).
MathType.
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What is MathType?
"

MathType is software that is designed to be used with Microsoft Word (and
PowerPoint), to allow you to create and manage equations in your document.

"

It directly integrates with Microsoft Word (and PowerPoint) once you install it.

"

It is not free, but at a minimal cost for students ($39.95/year).

"

You can download a 30 day free trial.

"

You can also download only the MathType fonts if you wish (click on “Free
Downloads” and “Font Installers”.

MathType website: http://www.dessci.com
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Advantages of MathType:
"

Easy to use.

"

Directly integrates in with Microsoft Word (and PowerPoint).

"

Professional looking equations.

"

MathType almost always knows the correct format for your symbols.

"

Can create inline or stand-alone (“displayed”) equations.

" Allows

for automatic numbering of equations*.

" Allows

for automatic referencing of equations*.

* If you add or delete an equation, all of the equation numbers are
automatically updated, both in the equations and in the text.
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MathType
Examples:
This is an “inline” equation:

The equation number
is added and updated
automatically.
.

Equation (4) is a “displayed” equation (equation on a separate line):

(4)
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For more information, please see the document on the
College website called:
MathType for Making and Managing Equations

https://www.egr.uh.edu/sites/ccoe.egr.uh.edu/files/files/mathtype_for_making_and_managing_equations.pdf
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Automatic Reference Numbering in Word
When you have many references in your document, it is convenient to
be able to update the reference numbers automatically, so that when
you add or delete a reference, the citation numbers change
automatically in your document, both in the bibliography and in the text.

Example: “The information presented here comes from [21].”

The citation number “[21]” is not typed manually, but added automatically.
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Automatic Reference Numbering in Word
(instructions for Word 2007-2016)
1) Create a list of references (bibliography) at the end of the document, using the feature
in Word that allows you to create a numbered list. (This list of instructions here is an
example of such a list.) This will ensure that each item in the list of references has a
number that Word can recognize, and it also ensures that if you add or delete an item
from the reference list, the numbers in the reference list will change automatically.
2) Place the cursor in the document where you want to add a citation to a reference (for
example, you want to cite reference [21]).
3) Click on “Insert” and then “Cross-reference”. For “Reference type” it should say
“Numbered item”. For “Insert reference to” it should say “Paragraph number”.
4) Select the item that you wish to reference and then click on “Insert”.

(4)

5) To update all of the citations (i.e., all of the fields), click on “Ctrl” and “A” (which selects
the entire document). Then click on F9 which will update all of the fields. You can also
right click on any one citation and select the option to update the field, if you only wish
to update that one citation.
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For more information, please see the document on the
College website called:
Automatic Referencing in Word
https://www.egr.uh.edu/sites/ccoe.egr.uh.edu/files/files/automatic_reference_numbering_in_word.pdf
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